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 Direct observations of GWs from 
binary BHs

  
  
          

                                      GW150914 + GW151226 + GW170104 
                                         + GW170608 + GW170814 +... 
•                                       Consistent with the merger of two BHs
•                                           



 Direct observations of EM and GWs 
from binary neutron stars

  
  
          

 GW170817 +  
 GRB 170817A
                                     

Consistent with the 
merger of two NS

•Multimessenger 
Astronomy
- GWs 
- short GRBs
- plethora of EM 

emission (kilonova)           
  



         Information hidden in GWs  

- Inspiral : trajectories depends
- mainly on the masses, but the NSs
- are also distorted by tidal forces 

- Merger : matter  forces
between the stars accelerate the 
dynamics
 
- Post-merger : the remnant rotates
and vibrates at specific frequencies

               

Gravitational waves contains information of the quadrupole 
moment → masses + radius + composition (EOS)



   

• Classical compact objects : astrophysical objects made of known 
states of matter which have been observed  by EM telescopes

• Assuming classical compact objects (BHs and NS)→ Gravity (LHS)
- the dynamical strong-field regime might put constraints
on alternative theories of gravity [Yunes++2016,Abbot++2016]

        
                          G

ab
 = 8 π Tab  

• Assuming that gravity is described by GR→Matter (RHS)  
- insight on the internal structure of neutron stars and BHs and
existence (and properties) of Exotic Compact Objects (ECOs) 

                     

  What can we learn from these
         (and future) observations of GWs? 



    Exotic Compact Objects (ECOs)
• Non-classical compact stars, too dim to be observed by EM 

telescopes → could be detected by GWs during their mergers

• They can be characterized by their constituents & compactness M/R
  - only boson stars have a known formation channels
  - dark stars are generalizations of BHs (i.e., only interact 
gravitationally) but allowing a wide range of compactness 

  Compact Objects
    
 Only gravity  forces   Matter interaction

“Hard” surface    Neutron Stars C<0.45

“Soft” surface   BHs            C=0.5
  Dark BS    C<0.33

 Boson Stars     C<0.33



                    OUR GOAL

Study numerically the dynamics and the GWs produced during the 
merger of different Compact Objects to look for signatures that 
could help us to distinguish them in the observations!

 Solve Einstein equations (metric g
ab

) coupled to matter ( T
ab 

)

                                                             Gab = 8 π Tab              
 

          CLASSICAL                   EXOTIC 
 
        Binary black holes             Binary boson stars 
                (T4/EoB)
         Binary neutron stars           Binary dark stars



Binary Neutron Stars



Evolution equations for NS

  
  
          

●  NS : matter is modeled by a perfect fluid with a density ρ, internal 
energy ε, pressure p and four-velocity u

a

                   Tab = [ρ(1 + ε) + p] u
a
u

b
 + p g

ab
 

      ▼aT
ab = 0         Conservation of energy-momentum

      ▼a(ρ u)a = 0     Conservation of baryonic number

       p=p(ρ,ε)          Equation of State



    Numerical GWs of BNS mergers

- For a given mass, the results are going to depend on the 
compactness, which depends on the Equation of State of the 
neutron star. We have considered three cases (soft-medium-
stiff) with compactness C ~ [0.13-0.17]

-                                                                  
-  
-                                                                  
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Binary Boson Stars
& 

Binary Dark Stars



Boson Stars (Particle physics)
• Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) is a state of matter formed by 
very cold bosons (i.e., identical particles with integer spins 
following the Bose-Einstein statistics) such that most of them 
occupy the same lowest-energy quantum level

                                            - the BEC can be modeled by the         
                                                non-linear Schrödinger equation,       
                                                and in some simple cases (T<T

c
),      

                                                the solution is described by a unique 
                                                macroscopic wave-function Φ(r,t)



Boson Stars (Field theory)
• Boson stars (BS) are compact stationary solutions made of a 
complex scalar field Φ, modeled by the Einstein-Klein-Gordon 
equations, with a free potential V(Φ)

      
•
      Rab = 8π (Tab – T gab/2)            Einstein equations

     gab▼a▼bΦ = (dV/dΦ2) Φ             Klein-Gordon equations
                                      

       Tab = ▼aΦ*▼bΦ + ▼aΦ▼bΦ*  – gab [▼cΦ*▼cΦ  + V(Φ2)]
● Stationary solutions found assuming an harmonic ansatz 
 
                              Φ(r,t) = Φ0(r) exp[-i ω t ]



Boson Stars compactness
• Different potentials V(Φ2) lead to BSs of  different compactness

                mini BS                massive BS           solitonic BS

●

●

●

●

●

V  =           m2 Φ2                         m2 Φ2 + λ Φ4               m2 Φ2 (1 - 2 Φ2 /σ2)2  

M/R =       O(0.001)              O(0.01)                  O(0.1)  



Properties of Boson Stars
• Equilibrium configurations can be found for each value of the 
scalar field at the center Φ0(r=0)  → stable and unstable branches

• Share some features with NS   
 - Φ0(r=0)            ρ (r=0)             P(ρ)             V(Φ2)
 - stable and unstable branches 
 - but it does not develop shocks! 



Dynamics of binary BS
● Previous works considered mini BSs → longer dynamical  
timescales, difficult to analyze final state 
[CP,Liebling,Lehner++2005,2006]

● Consider two scenarios to cover most of the phenomenology and 
answer the following two relevant questions

1) What is the final fate of binary BS merger? BH-BS-dispersion 
- head-on collisions of non-identical BSs
 [Cardoso,CP++2016;Bezares,CP,Bona 2017]

2) What kind of GWs are produced by a binary BS merger?         
- orbital binaries of identical BSs varying compactness C   
 [CP,Bezares++2017]



Head-on collisions of compact BS
● Consider two non-identical boson stars, taking advantage that 
the solutions are invariant to a phase shift θ and sign of ω

                      

                  

 - 4 boson-boson cases with θ = {0, π/2,  π, 3π/2}

 - 2 boson-antiboson cases (ε=-1) with θ = {0, π}

     Noether charge
     (boson number)    



Head-on collisions of compact BS

● Boson-Boson pair with θ = 0 



Head-on collisions of compact BS

● Boson-Boson pair with θ = π 



Head-on collisions of compact BS

● Boson-AntiBoson pair with θ = 0 



Head-on collisions of compact BS

● Boson-Boson pair mergers into 
a single boson star for all the 
phase shifts except θ = π, where 
the two stars suffer inelastic 
collisions  
                      

● Boson-antiBoson pair merges 
and annihilates, radiating away 
all the scalar field



Head-on collisions of compact BS

● Boson-Boson pair 
 total mass and Noether  

  charge barely changes    
  during the merger
                      

● Boson-AntiBoson pair  
 total mass decreases as   
 the scalar field is             
 radiated away from the   
 domain



Final fate of BS
1) What is the final fate of binary BS merger? 

                         BH               BS                       dispersion 

 very compact BS              not so compact           boson-antiboson

2) What kind of GWs are produced by a binary BS merger????    

                         consider only identical BS!



Boson Stars vs Dark Stars

  
  
          

  

• BS : matter is described by a complex scalar field, such that the 
stars interact gravitationally and through the scalar field (i.e. like 
neutron stars) 

                                      

       Tab = ▼aΦ*▼bΦ + ▼aΦ▼bΦ*  – gab [▼cΦ*▼cΦ  + V(Φ2)]

           gab▼a▼bΦ = (dV/dΦ2) Φ             Klein-Gordon equations

• DS : matter is formed by two independent species such that they 
only interact through gravity (i.e., like dark matter)

   Tab =  Tab (Φ(1)) +Tab (Φ(2))         gab▼a▼bΦ(i) = (dV/d|Φ(i)|2) Φ(i)  



Simulation of BS coalescence



Simulation of DS coalescence



 Numerical GWs of BBS/BDS mergers
- For a given mass, the results are going to depend on the 
compactness, which depends on the potential. We have 
considered C={0.06, 0.12, 0.18, 0.22}

-                                                                  
-  
-                                                                  
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 Numerical GWs of BBS/BDS mergers
- For a given mass, the results are going to depend on the 
compactness, which depends on the potential. We have 
considered C={0.06, 0.12, 0.18, 0.22}
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Comparing all cases same M and C~0.12

-                                                                  
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                   Summary

-                                                                  
l

-

-
                                                                    

-

-

-

-                                           

•  Nowadays it is possible to perform accurate numerical  
 simulations of different astrophysical systems: black holes,
 neutron stars and exotic compact objects, not only in GR but 
 also considering alternative gravity theories (not in this talk)

• The GWs produced close to the merger have a signature
depending on the composition of the compact object which 
could be used to distinguish them in LIGO observations

● Anomalies on the observed Gravitational Waves produced in 
binary mergers can shed light on the existence and the nature of 
the colliding objects.
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